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Reverse Trigger Finger: Does it exist? A Case Report
Case Report

Abstract
Trigger finger is a common condition, occurs primarily at the A1 pulley and
tenosynovitis is the usual cause. However, although rare, triggering of the flexor
tendon can occur in other areas. We present previously unreported condition
in adult: triggering at the distal end of A2 pulley, which was caused by nodular
thickening of the flexor digitorium profondus tendon with degeneration. A
79-year-old lady presented with atypical presentation of trigger finger at the
distal end of A2 pulley. Intra-operatively a nodular thickening of the flexor
digitorium profondus tendon with degeneration was found, which was similar
to a notta nodule. A sample of the tendon was sent for histology, which showed
a degenerative cystic structure. The A2 pulley was therefore fully released
and reduction tenoplasty was performed distal to A2 pulley. We hope that by
presenting this case we will increase awareness of such presentation of trigger
finger leading to improved diagnosis and treatment of the process.
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Introduction
Notta initially described trigger finger or stenosing
tenosynovitis of the digital flexor sheath in 1850. It is one of
the most common pathologies presented at hand clinics, with
a lifetime risk of 2.6% within the general population [1,2].
The incidence varies according to the patient population; it is
significantly higher amongst diabetics and females, yet prevalent
in only 0.3% of children [1]. The condition is characterised by the
restricted motion of the digit, painful clicking and subsequent
locking of the digit. This usually occurs a result of a failure in the
first annular (A1) pulley gliding mechanism, due to a discrepancy
in the diameter between the flexor tendon and its inflamed,
hypertrophic sheath [2]. It is a typically straightforward diagnosis
that is initially managed with steroid injections [2,3].
We, however, report an unusual presentation of trigger finger
with an extremely rare site of pathology at the level of the second
annular (A2) pulley; a case previously unreported in adults.
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Surgical exploration was carried out under a regional block.
The flexor tendon sheath was exposed by a bruner’s incision,
which was made over the volar aspect of the index finger PIPJ.
Intra-operatively a nodular thickening of the Flexor Digitorium
Profondus (FDP) tendon with degeneration was found, which
was similar to a notta nodule (Figure 1). The nodule was getting
trapped in the distal mouth of the A2 pulley. There was no or a
very thin looking A3 pulley which was very degenerate (Figure
2). The A2 pulley was therefore fully released and reduction
tenoplasty was performed distal to A2 pulley (Figure 3). A sample
was excised from the flexor tendon and sent for histology, which
showed a cystic structure. The flexor tendon was examined and
revealed no other pathology. After the release of the A2 pulley, the
patient was able to fully flex the DIP and PIP joints and make a full
fist. She made an uneventful recovery.

Case Report

A 79 year-old, right-handed female presented with a three
to four year history of swelling and triggering over the Proximal
Inter-Phalangeal Joint (PIPJ) of which had become worse over the
last two years, with restriction of movement of the right index
finger and inability to fully flex the PIPJ and Distal Inter-Phalangeal
Joint (DIPJ). This condition affected her daily activities, which she
found very frustrating. She had no beneficial response to a steroid
injection. There was no previous history of trauma.
On physical examination, a palpable, painless, tense swelling
was felt over the palmar aspect of the index finger PIPJ. Triggering
was confirmed at the level of A2 pulley on flexion. No evidence of
neurological or vascular deficit.
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Figure 1: Nodular thickening of the FDP tendon with degeneration,
similar to a notta nodule.
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the literature and largely as an early-age feature. Hirata et al. [1]
reported the unique finding of a Notta’s nodule at the A2 pulley
in one such case of congenital triggering. Ikeda & Osamura
[5] identified two further cases of triggering at the distal and
the proximal entry of the A2 pulley, causing a loss of flexion or
extension in the affected digit, respectively. Although these
reports were also in children, similarities arose from the finding
of a nodule of FDP tendon and the success of surgical treatment.

Figure 2: Thin and degenerative A3 pulley.

Figure 3: A2 pulley was fully released and tenoplasty of the FDP
tendon distal to A2.

Discussion

Mechanical strain secondary to repetitive finger movement is
a well-recognised cause of triggering the digital flexor tendon [4].
The annular pulleys are located at the foci of highest force from the
flexor tendons [4]. Hence, the increased occurrence of stenosing
tenosynovitis at the A1 pulley region is unsurprising in view of
its anatomical location at the metacarpal head. This positioning
subjects it to maximal stress from the friction generated by
repetitive flexion and extension within both a relaxed, and power
handgrip [2,3]. The inflammatory process and swelling that
ensues thereby leads to loss of motion in the offending digit.
Triggering of the A2 pulley system is significantly less common.
Nonetheless, the distal portion of the A2 pulley is thicker than its
proximal counterpart, which is a potential, albeit rare, anatomical
source of entrapment [5,6,7].
In this case, although the patient was restricted in flexion
at the DIPJ of the affected finger, there was no clinical evidence
of triggering at either the first, or even second, annular pulley.
Hence, the intra-operative finding was highly incidental to the
clinical picture. Moreover, as the site of pathology at the A2 pulley
is extremely rare, it has only been cited occasionally throughout

Throughout the few cases reported, the flexor tendon involved
in triggering at the A2 pulley has varied, although the flexor
digitorum superficialis tendon is most often implicated [8]. In
our case, the triggering occurred subsequent to the nodular
thickening and enlargement of the FDP tendon as it was pulled
into the distal mouth of the A2 pulley. Following the release of the
patient’s A2 pulley, she was able to fully flex the DIPJ and PIPJ,
which essentially enabled her to make a full fist. This clinical
effect further corroborates the rare mechanism portrayed that
underlies a common pathology. Nagaoka et al. [6] have similarly
reported a case of entrapment at the A2 pulley from an enlarged
FDP tendon. However, unlike with our patient, the triggering was
not fully relieved by a reduction tenoplasty and a distal venting of
the A2 pulley was required.

In such an atypical presentation, further imaging of the finger
in question would have been warranted. Magnetic resonance or
ultrasonographic imaging could have initially excluded other
differentials of a locked finger including Duputyren’s contracture,
post-traumatic entrapment or a tumour of the flexor tendon [2].
An oncogenic basis of trigger finger, although extremely rare, has
been identified amongst reports within the literature; including
a leiomyoma, chondroma, neurilemmoma and giant cell tumour
[4,9]. Although there was no evidence of such pathology on
surgical evaluation, a sample was sent nonetheless for histological
analysis. We hope that by presenting this case we will increase
awareness of such presentation of trigger finger leading to
improved diagnosis and treatment of the process [10].
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